04th July,2022
BSE LIMITED
Listing/Corporate Listing Department
Floor No.25, P.J Towers,
Dalal Street,
Mumbai-400001.
Dear Sir/Madam
Subject: Intimation under Regulation 30 of SEBI (Listing Obligations and
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With reference to the above subject and pursuant to Regulation 30 of SEBI (Listing
Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015, we wish to submit a
business update, a copy of which is attached below. This is for your information and
records.
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TO OUR BELOVED STAKEHOLDERS,

StuCred Report Card - June’22
Y-O-Y Comparison

⮚ During the month of June’22 we have achieved a growth of 368% in number of loans
disbursed against the month June-2021 in the previous year.
⮚ Revenue during June’22 increased by 402.22% compared to the corresponding month in
the previous year.
⮚ Value of disbursements during Jun’22 has recorded a growth of 399.60%compared to
the corresponding month in the previous year.

M-O-M Comparison
 Number of Loans Disbursed -Increased by 8.9%
 Revenue Growth- Increased by 7.5%
 Value of disbursements – Increased by 9.8% 

Brief glimpse on unique and new colleges & students serviced during the month of June’22
 Increase in number of unique colleges serviced by 9.83%
 Increase in number of unique students serviced by 7%
 Increase in number of new colleges serviced by 71.3%
 Increase in number of new students serviced by 8%
*All the above are records of growth Compared with the previous month May’22.


Strong Momentum in revenue growth to Continue…….
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*Our lending business continues to register significant grow at a rapid pace and brings us
an attractive profit pool.

To be an environmentally and socially responsible financial
institution built on the foundation of ‘Assurance’, focused on
generating sustainable long-term value for allour stakeholders

To develop and deliver the most innovative products, manage
customer experience, deliver quality services that contributes to
brand strength, establishes a competitive advantage and enhances
profitability, thus providing value to all our stakeholders

Insights in to our activities for the Month
To increase financial literacy and awareness among our country's youth, we have
launched a new initiative to develop an exclusive brand experience for the student
community. To do this, we use carefully strategized outreach programs and on-ground
activation trails.
We are confident that these efforts will make a personalized and lasting impression by
inducing sound financial attitudes that inspire and empower the youth of our nation. This
will result in a strong emotional connection with us, allowing them to engage with our
brand on a deeper level.
Our primary goals of forming an on-ground activation line-up (StuCred Reps) are to
raise brand awareness, provide a one-of-a-kind brand experience, build an interactive
idea that is unique to StuCred, genuinely focus on solving economic ignorance, be of
interest to the youth, build an effective communication channel that offers professional
financial guidance, create a memorable platform to transfer the brand values that will
improve their personal selves.
This approach provides us with new and improved, constructive ways to communicate
with young minds and stay connected in order to empower impact and encourage them to
take control of their financial future. These kinds of interactions have been studied and
documented in research, and it has been proven that they do influence and assist students
in selecting our brand from a sea of competitors.
Our touch and reach with the on-ground activation trail
 We’ve adapted to an increased demand for hyper-personalization.
 We have approached and engaged young minds personally.
 We have delivered financial literacy to the unserved.
 We are surely strengthening financial behaviors among youth.
 We are guiding them to make better decisions with money

Positive Outgrowth of the on-ground activation
 Established a youthful community that supports students in achieving financial
security and self-sufficiency.
 Reduced marketing costs and expenses by focusing on more well-known,
workable, and effective user interaction.
 Catered to individual students on a personal and local level.
 Elevated brand awareness and trust.

StuCred Student Reps: will serve as a vital link between the brand and the students,
representing, communicating and providing feedback on student stance on financial
matters.
A glimpse of our on-ground actions @ Dayananda Sagar fest – Bangalore

“You can’t buy engagement, you have to build it” - Tara Nichole

Incredible feats are waiting to be experienced……

About Kreon Finnancial Services Limited:
Kreon Finnancial Services Limited is a BSE Listed Company established in the Year 1994,
a 27-year-old NBFC is proud to be participating in the formal financial inclusion of student
community in India who are the engines of economic growth. We have specially designed
and successfully developed an internal start-up digital lending app, “STUCRED: RealTime Student Credit”, which empowers college students in India to avail seamless access
to their own digital credit line. The widespread usage of the StuCred app has empowered
college students with formal financial inclusion, whilst simultaneously deepening digital
payment culture and strengthening credit discipline in young India. Our mission is to reach
every needy college student in the country and enable their journey of financial
empowerment and responsibility. The company is now headed by 3rd generation
entrepreneurs and a young team, fully equipped to participate in the changing digital
growth story of the country. The company is building up a strong foothold in FinTech starting with its’ digital lending vertical (StuCred). The company has built scalable
platforms providing hassle free and extremely quick digital lending, increasing literacy of a
cashless economy.
For and on behalf of Kreon Finnancial Services Limited
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